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t the time of writing, the sign is being
erected above our new store in Beaconsfield.
We're thrilled to be launching the third of our
new bespoke concept boutiques, the creation of which
has made for a busy few months. We also enjoyed being
included in the Gentleman's Journal pop-up clubhouse
in London's Burlington Arcade earlier in the summer,
as well as travelling extensively in the USA, bringing
our British tailoring to Detroit, Dallas and Washington
DC. We're extremely excited to be returning to Texas
in September where we host our first ever Tuxedo

Showcase in advance of the party season. We have
been enjoying continued success with our custom
casual ranges, launching a wardrobe staple collection
of bespoke chinos and widening our range of
custom-made washed denim for winter, whilst the
addition of our bespoke shoe builder to our website
has given us even greater styling potential.
We look forward to seeing you, whether online,
in one of our boutiques or at our Tuxedo Showcase at
Michael Faircloth’s studio, 7001 Preston Road, Dallas,
Texas from 13–17 September.
EDITOR ANNA MOORE
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Our Autumn Winter campaign is staged
within the grandeur of private members’
club Ten Trinity Square. The striking
exterior featured in the 2012 Bond film
Skyfall—making this the perfect hangout
for our own hero
WITH ITS CLASSIC colonnaded entrance and
magnificent Art Deco domed ceiling inside, Ten Trinity
Square is one of Britain’s finest architectural landmarks.
This Beaux Arts style masterpiece, next to the Tower
of London, is now home to private members’ club
Ten Trinity Square.
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Take a peek inside private
members’ club Ten Trinity Square
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three of our brand ambassadors
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Get creative with the
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shoe platform
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Pimp your ride with
Lamborghini Ad Personam

Formerly the HQ of the Port of London Authority,
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the Grade II listed building was designed by the

BESPOKE BOUTIQUES

renowned architect Sir Edwin Cooper, and makes

New store launches in Beaconsfield
and Leamington Spa

a sumptuous setting for members to work and play.
Partnered with Four Seasons Hotel London,
the club is set in the building’s original boardrooms
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and grand chairman’s room. Designed by Parisian

SAILOR SUITS

Bruno Moinard, it includes a library and billiard room,

Maurice Mullen gets on board
with shipshape fashion

members’ bar and humidor lounge, as well as the
Château Latour Discovery Room.
This is the first time that Château Latour has lent
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its name to a place outside its home in the vineyards

LET THE GAMES BEGIN

of Pauillac, France, and members will be able to buy

Ferla's Baby Alpaca® adds warmth
to winter wardrobes

vintages direct from the cellar. The room sits alongside
the intimate humidor lounge with its huge collection
of cigars—from rare vintage Havanas to Montecristos
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and Cohibas.

DOUBLE AGENT
The suit shape of the season

TO JOIN For membership enquiries for Ten Trinity Square Private Club, please contact:
membership@tentrinitysquare.com club.tentrinitysquare.com BELOW, LEFT TO RIGHT One of the
many members' lounges, the famous landmark exterior and the Château Latour Discovery Room
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WINTER
WONDERLAND

GEORGE WEARS
CC206 Charcoal Baby Alpaca®
single-breasted jacket, worn
with grey button-down shirt
and grey washed denim jeans

COVERS See page 5 for details.
All tailoring, denim and leather items
featured in Et Cetera are custom-made

Event planner Susannah
Richardson decks the halls
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CELLAR
SUPERMODELS
The Magnum Company
provides
the perfect party gift
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DAPPER CHAPPER
Dressed to kill and
groomed to party perfec18
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MAKE IT YOURS
Put your stamp on it by personalising the collar of your coat or jacket with
your initials, name or nickname embroidered in a contrast coloured thread

LIVING FOR THE CITY
Clements and Church style from custom casual to business slick
PHOTOGRAPHY

Sean Gleason

@seangleasonphoto

OPPOSITE PAGE Black twill Loro Piana Storm System® raincoat with red quilted lining, charcoal merino wool roll
neck knit and grey washed denim jeans, black grain leather lace up boots and black calf leather weekend bag
THIS PAGE, TOP Black flannel 100% wool single-breasted suit, worn with white cutaway collar shirt, black polka
dot tie and black calf leather whole-cut shoes RIGHT Black wool cashmere double-breasted overcoat worn over
black flannel 100% wool single-breasted suit, worn with white cutaway collar shirt and black polka dot tie

ET CETERA
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SAM HARWOOD

ET CETERA PROFILE
Q: SURFING OR SKIING?
MC: Surﬁng MLF: Skiing SH: Surﬁng
Q: FAVOURITE CITY?
MC: London MLF: London SH: London
Q: WHAT DO YOU ORDER AT A BAR?
MC: Corona MLF: Negroni
with a lemon twist

SH: A

dry gin martini

Q: THE FOOD YOU COULD NEVER GIVE UP?
MC: Chocolate
SH: Pizza,

raisins MLF: My morning porridge
pasta, bread

Q: WHERE WOULD YOU RETIRE?
MC: Cornwall MLF: Tuscany SH: The

Amalﬁ Coast

Q: WHAT QUOTE DO YOU LIVE BY?
MC: Racing is life, anything before or after is just waiting
(Steve McQueen) MLF: The most precious resource we
have is time (Adam Neumann) SH: Brevity is the soul
of wit (Shakespeare)
Q: WHAT DOES TRUE MEN’S STYLE MEAN TO YOU?
MC: Classic

and clean-cut MLF: In my opinion,
the way to 'good style' is being yourself SH: Enduring
comfortable elegance

CLUB CLEMENTS
Welcome to Club Clements, a place to celebrate our brand champions. Our ambassadors range from
entrepreneurs and professionals to those from the worlds of sport, fashion, film and TV—representing the
multi-faceted culture of Clements and Church. We are proud to introduce three gentlemen who wear it well:
racing driver Max Chilton, style influencer Mathias le Fèvre and model Sam Harwood…

Et Cetera caught up with Max, Mathias and Sam at a
Club Clements dinner at The Berkeley hotel, London.
We got the lowdown on what makes these stylish gents tick…
Q: WHEN TRAVELLING, WHAT DO YOU ALWAYS PACK?

PHOTOGRAPHY

Adam Fussell

MAX CHILTON

MC: A

@adamfussell

pair of swimming trunks and running set
camera SH: I start with my underwear

MLF: A

Q: TWO OR THREE-PIECE SUIT?
MC: Three-piece MLF: Three-piece SH: Two-piece
Q: OXFORDS OR MONK STRAPS?
MC: Monk

straps

MLF: Oxfords SH: Oxfords

Q: BEST CAR YOU’VE EVER DRIVEN?
MC: LaFerrari MLF: Rolls-Royce

MAX CHILTON
Racing Car Driver @maxchilton

MATHIAS LE FÈVRE
Style Influencer @mathiaslefevre

Still only 28, Maximilian Alexander Chilton has
squeezed a lot into his years and most of it has
involved motorsport. His first professional race
was at the Firestone Grand Prix of St Petersburg,
Florida, in 2016. He’s currently competing in
IndyCar in the United States having switched
teams from Chip Ganassi to Carlin, but has
previously driven in F1 for Force India and
Marussia. Alongside all this, Max has found
time to cultivate a serious social media following,
with a cool 96k followers.

A self-professed classic menswear enthusiast,
Mathias le Fèvre is a style inﬂuencer from
Denmark who has a keen eye for detail, style and
tailoring. He now shares his passion for the ﬁner
things in life with his 147k Instagram followers,
as well as on his fashion and lifestyle blog.
For Mathias, social media is a great tool for
communicating with like-minded enthusiasts.
“Along the way, I found myself having created
this small community that grew day by day,”
he says of his extraordinary following.

SAM HARWOOD
Model and Influencer @samuelharwood

SH: Mercedes-Benz

Pagoda

Wraith

Q: WHAT WOULD YOU CALL YOUR YACHT?
MC: Rude

Not To

MLF: The

Great Balthazar

SH: Grifﬁn

2

Q: WHO IS YOUR BIGGEST INSPIRATION?

6 ET
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Scouted as a teenager, Sam Harwood has
gone on to become something of the ‘model
of the moment’. From completing seasons in
Milan and Paris, to campaigns in Tokyo, LA,
London and New York, Sam’s is a star which
seems determined to rise. Along the way, he has
modelled for some seriously heavyweight names,
perhaps most notably Balmain and DSquared.
Sam’s success as a model has also seen him
become a successful Instagram inﬂuencer—
with 30k followers to his name, and counting.

MC: Jim

Clark (F1 racing driver) MLF: My biggest
inspiration comes from the movies SH: My brother
Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE FILM?
MC: Cool

Runnings MLF: The Talented Mr Ripley,
The Great Gatsby (the original from 1974) and Drive
SH: Gaspar Noè's Love
Q: WHAT IS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?
MC: I

can’t remember—it was years ago
Key to Living in Balance by Osho
SH: The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas
MLF: The

MATHIAS LE FÈVRE

ET CETERA
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MONOCHROME

The success of our custom casual lies in the fact that we are the only British brand to offer made to order customised
denim—currently in 12 washes and 15 solid colours, which we also do in a mix of moleskin and corduroy. This along with our
new online bespoke shoe platform has offered solutions to all areas of casual footwear, including military and Chelsea boots.

AARON JOHN
Chief Operating Officer,
Clements and Church
clementsandchurch.co.uk
@clementsandchurch

Cloudbursting
Protect against stormy weather with our outerwear featuring Loro Piana
Storm System® fabric. This waterproof wind-resistant coat is given an
extra layer of warmth for wintery days with the addition of a quilted lining,
designed to retain body heat. Choose from eight colours of lining including
off-white, midnight blue and our favourite red.
ABOVE LEFT Black grain leather lace up boots with personalised sole RIGHT Black twill Storm System® single-breasted mac with red quilted lining

#CLEMENTSANDCHURCH

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

@lukejameskirwan

Tag #clementsandchurch on Instagram and we will feature our favourite images on our website…
@clementsandchurch

“This season we used luxurious alpaca wool to create unstructured, softer, informal tailoring; layering merino
wool knitwear allows for layering up or down according to the inclement British weather” AARON JOHN
CC202 Unconstructed black and grey check jacket, silver grey jersey shirt and charcoal merino wool half-zip knit, grey washed denim jeans and dark grey burnished calf leather Chelsea boots

ET CETERA
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TAILORSʼ TIPS

MICHAEL BAILEY
23 Park Street
Leamington Spa, CV32 4QN
01926 887 668

PHOTOGRAPHY BEN HOSKINS

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

@benskins

Our head tailors share their pearls
of wisdom for intelligent dressing

Try pairing custom-made, dark denim jeans
with a jacket as a dressed down alternative
to a formal trouser. This works well for casual
events, such as lunch or early evening drinks.

BESPOKE

BEST FOOT FORWARD

BOUTIQUES

Our bespoke shoe platform is now live! Design and create your own footwear, from formal Oxfords to chunky Chelsea boots. Select your fabric from

A good members’ club is where everyone knows
your name. Being part of a club is all about being
sociable and friendly, an experience we replicate
in our stores. Your tailor will know your name,
and other more intimate details about you,
from your chest size to your dropped shoulder,
and that old knee injury…
Following the success of our bespoke boutique
in Church Street, Birmingham, we have renovated
our Leamington Spa outpost and re-located our
Beaconsfield space. Interior designer Tash Nash
says:“The two stores have been designed to reflect the
bespoke experience, one which guides you from start
to finish…”
The front of each store is open and bright,
drawing you into the intimate interior. Within
the centre is a collaborative design space for
creativity and inspiration. There is a private styling
area, where clients are measured and fitted—and a
lounge where coffee and conversation can be enjoyed
with the tailors. This is a destination offering a sense
of privacy and the experience of being part of an
exclusive club.

over 170 luxe leathers, suedes and exotics, your style of sole, colour detail, laces, metals and all other details. See your creation build on screen and
keep tweaking until you are happy with your creation. Then, like a true artist, you can add your name to the sole. Shoes take three to six weeks to
make in our Spanish workshop; prices start from £350. Available to design online, your tailor can guide you through the process in store.

UNIQUE DRIVE:
PIMP YOUR RIDE
MORE THAN HALF of Lamborghini super sports
cars delivered globally are created with bespoke
options. The craftsmanship that goes into each car

JASON BEVAN
27 Little Clarendon Street
Oxford, OX1 2HU
01865 511 212
Add luxury to your dinner jacket by choosing
velvet; black, midnight blue or plum works well.
If you have a classic black pure wool dinner
suit, the trousers can be used for both looks.

MATT RODEN
22 Church Street
Birmingham, B3 2NP
0121 233 9994
Choose your fabrics wisely: breathable cotton
or merino for items near your skin, working up
to heavier wools for warmth and a weatherproof
layer on top, such as a Storm System® raincoat.

IAN ROPER
29 Warwick Road
Beaconsfield, HP9 2PD
01494 672 546
Team fresh leather or suede sneakers
with tailoring to take your look from formal
to casual. Perforated navy or black leather
is a good winter alternative to plain white.

is taken to a personal level as these Lamborghinis
can be completely customised, with both internal
and external colour schemes; leathers, seats, rims,
stitching and trim; as well as using specialised
materials such as carbon fibre and finishing with
embroidery of marks and logos. The Ad Personam
Studio, in Lamborghini’s factory near Bologna, is the
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
"At Lamborghini we never settle for one direction"
Vittorio
Gabba,
Product
Marketing,
'At
Lamborghini
we never
settle for
one direction'Ad Personam

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Vittorio
Gabba, Product Marketing, Ad Personam
@lamborghini_ad_personam

best place possible to get an understanding of the
breadth of range of the bespoke options available.
Owners can create a specific colour to match their
favourite suit or pair of shoes if they choose to.
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“Our customers love to be included in
the bespoke experience; the new space we
have created allows us to collaborate and
share ideas in a relaxed environment
when designing our luxury tailoring”
IAN ROPER HEAD TAILOR BEACONSFIELD

ADAM TUCKEY
35 Drury Lane,
Solihull, B91 3BP
0121 703 0545
A button-down collar and soft, lightweight
fabric such as Oxford cotton will give a
smart but casual approach to a white shirt.
Perfect layered with a merino wool knit.

ET CETERA
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“When packing, folding your jacket inside out and tucking one sleeve inside the other when
travelling can reduce the amount of creasing to garments” ADAM TUCKEY HEAD TAILOR SOLIHULL

SAILOR SUITS

It takes a certain level of chutzpah on the part of any company to
attempt a conversion job. So for luxury British cruise line Cunard
to invite me—a non-swimmer with a long-standing aversion to
deep water and all forms of sea-faring—on a 3,000 mile trip from
New York to Southampton displayed an admirable corporate
confidence.
Mind you, it’s not as if they don’t know what they’re up to.
In 2020, Cunard will celebrate 180 years of transatlantic voyages
and their three liners—Queen Elizabeth, Queen Victoria and
Queen Mary 2—are globally acknowledged to be the last word
in ocean-going luxury.
Anyhow, long story short, their powers of persuasion prevailed
and thus it was that, after a jolly weekend in Manhattan, I was
driven to a vast embarkation station in Brooklyn on a sunny
Sunday afternoon in late July to board the ‘QM2’.
It’s hard not to be overwhelmed by the sheer size of this vessel.
At over 1,100 feet long and weighing in at almost 80,000 tonnes
she was, at the time of her maiden voyage, the largest cruise
ship ever built and to this day remains the only passenger ship
operating as an ocean liner.
Specifically this trip was for Transatlantic Fashion Week—
a themed seven-day extravaganza in celebration of the best of UK
and US design with presentations, screenings, catwalk shows and
‘QandAs’ from the great and the good on both sides of the pond.
Cunard have been running these annually since 2016 and,
as luck would have it, I already knew a number of this year’s
participants but it still was a major effort for me to step over the
threshold. That said, a vodka martini with a beta-blocker chaser
worked wonders and in no time I was installed in my stateroom
on the ninth deck greeting my personal butlers—Eugene and
Ruel—and beginning my unpacking.

What to bring

FASHION AFLOAT
The Queen Mary 2:
Transatlantic Fashion Week,
from New York to Southampton
HELLO SAILOR!
Maurice wears handmade
three-piece tailoring
FABRICS pink gingham
seersucker by Solbiati
and colbalt blue wool,
linen and silk by Loro Piana

12 E T
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Deciding on one’s wardrobe for a journey like this is a task of
epic proportions as, despite a whole parade of high-end retailers
on board, it’s not as if you can nip out to replace the cufflinks
you’ve left in your dressing room at home.
There are formal evenings to consider—three of them on
this trip—for which black tie is obligatory as well as well as
‘smart casual’ and ‘daywear’ on top of any swim/sports kit
needed to take advantage of the high tech gym or one of the five
swimming pools.
High level conferences with Clements and Church had
obviously featured in my pre-trip planning so I felt reasonably
confident that my various ensembles would pass muster but let’s
face it, nothing goes well with a life jacket and, unlike aboard
an aircraft, you physically have to put one on during the safety
briefing. (Cue visions of Leonardo DiCaprio clinging to the

CRUISE COLLECTION
Order resort wear all year round from our Cruise Collection. Choose from
seersucker and linen fabrics for cool tailoring and team with soft suede sneakers
TOP Blue star stripe shirt, white cotton chino shorts and navy suede low top sneakers BELOW Beige suede double monk strap sneakers, sand suede low top sneakers

wreckage in Titanic…another ‘beta-martini’ moment).
It also gets colder than you’d expect mid-Atlantic so layering is a
wise consideration. I’m a waistcoat fan simply because I admire
how they pull a look together but here they took on a new role as
insulation in circumstances where a cashmere sweater would have
been too informal.
One thing you don’t need to worry about is weight (not yours,
your luggage) since there’ll be no disapproving looks nor excess
baggage charges even if you bowl up looking like Hannibal about
to cross the Alps.
Another matter which needn’t be of concern is going over the
top as these passengers have turned dressing up into an Olympic
sport. One elderly lady looked as if she’d been in a fight with an
albino ostrich (the ostrich won…) and the make-up on another
was a sort of unholy compromise between the laws of decency
and the laws of gravity.

‘Port out, Starboard home’
I’ll admit it. A life on the ocean wave wasn’t for me.
Was it a fun fabulous week? Yes. Would I do it again?
No, but if you feel it floats your boat (sorry) contact cunard.com
The 2020 trip sets sail on 24 May.

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

PASSENGERS
HAVE TURNED
DRESSING UP
INTO AN
OLYMPIC
SPORT

The Sea Section

@crsison

Head of Fashion
and Luxury Goods,
London Evening Standard
and ES Magazine

PHOTOGRAPHY CHRISTOPHER ISON

MAURICE MULLEN

What happens when a confirmed landlubber
boards the world’s most glamorous liner
for the fashion trip of a lifetime? Our tailoring
ambassador Maurice Mullen braves the waves

“Cue visions of Leonardo DiCaprio clinging to the
wreckage in Titanic…another ‘beta-martini’ moment”
ET CETERA
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Let the games begin
Baby Alpaca® by Ferla is one of our fabrics of the season, seen here in both formal and casual tailoring—
it gives warmth and softness from the alpaca yarn but feels lightweight to wear
PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN

THIS PAGE CC204 Black and grey Baby Alpaca® three-piece suit, worn with white shirt OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP RIGHT CC207 Navy wool single-breasted Baby Alpaca® jacket worn with navy knitted
popover shirt and blue washed denim jeans BOTTOM RIGHT Selection of silk club ties

14 E T
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DOUBLE /AGENT
PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN

Make an impact this season with a double-breasted suit. Wear with a
white shirt and tie for the office, team with a turtleneck for the evening—
and always leave the last button undone

OPPOSITE PAGE CC200 Grey puppytooth wool and
alpaca double-breasted suit worn with white cutaway
collar shirt and charcoal spot tie THIS PAGE CC205
Navy check Baby Alpaca® double-breasted suit worn with
navy merino wool roll neck, black calf leather folio case

ET CETERA
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DAPPER CHAPPER
Smoking room style for late-night lounging. Stylist Ben Jones from
Nash White talks us through slick evening looks for the party season

Event Planner, founder of
Everything Organised
everythingorganised.com
@everythingorganised

FESTIVE CHEER
Brighten your door with a wreath
TOP Will Ferrell epitomises the
spirit of Christmas as Buddy
in 2003 family classic Elf

THINK
WILL FERRELL
IN ELF AND
THAT IS PRETTY
MUCH ME FROM
1 DECEMBER

WINTER WONDERLAND
Susannah Richardson declares her unashamed love for the season of goodwill and fairy lights

I

’m almost certain I was Father
Christmas in a former life. No,
that isn’t because I have a rather
round belly and a jolly disposition,
it’s because I have an overwhelming,
unapologetic love for Christmas!
Think Will Ferrell in Elf and that is
pretty much me from 1 December.
You see whilst I love Christmas,
I am super strict that nothing festive
should happen outside of the month
of December. No getting the tree out
in November because it’s convenient,
oh no, leave that tree where it is until
the magical first.

Deck the halls
I always book the day off on the
first so I can truly get my festive on.
Adornments go up and I drive my
husband mad with a million jobs.
Decorations should be tasteful
but with just the right amount of
fun to slightly err on the cheesy side.

It’s a time when OTT should be
considered the norm. Last year, we
hung hundreds and hundreds of mini
snowflakes above a client's dinner
table. It took 3 of us a whole day, but
worth it because it looked amazing.
A wreath should adorn every front
door in my opinion. I am kind of
known for my door wreaths and come
up with a new design every year.
The fact that our house can’t be seen
from the road and we have few visitors
doesn’t stop me.

Classic is key
For me, most festive decor is about
lighting. Fairy lights and candles all
the way. I’ll admit it, whilst I do like
the odd outdoor decoration I’m not
one for masses of coloured lights
and dancing snowmen. Simple and
effective looks best. Whilst I have a
standard stock of decorations I add
to them every year. I love a properly

dressed dinner table, cool crackers
and loads of candles.
Trees should also be real and I have
a rooted one outside in the garden.
My barn is tiny, rather like a log
grotto so I have a 25ft tree on my
patio. See, I told you I was Santa!

Eat, drink and be merry
Christmas entertainment for me is all
about fun. Silly hats and games with
masses of carols. No celebration is
complete without mulled wine and
advocaat, who doesn’t love a snowball
on a cold night? There’s something
wonderful about winter food, stodgy
and warm, think cups of soup, mini
sausage and mash and of course the
good old casserole. Not forgetting
the sweeter stuff: yule logs, mince pies
and stollen bites… As Buddy says:
“We elves try to stick to the four main
food groups: candy, candy canes, candy
corns and syrup.”

CELLAR SUPERMODELS

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN

SUSANNAH
RICHARDSON

GEORGE WEARS
Plum velvet jacket, black flannel
trousers, with white dress shirt,
and black velvet bow tie

When creating a sleek, groomed look

strong and the internal texture soft.

BEN JONES

it’s all about the choice of product…

Working Davines Volume Boosting

Working Davines Medium Hold

Mousse into shampooed and towel

Senior Stylist,
Nashwhite

Moulding Gel through towel dried hair

dried hair gives support and strength

will give a tailored and wet look style.

to the style. Using hands, gently dry

nashwhite.co.uk

A strong parting can be combed into

the hair into a loose broken parting.

the hair and dried directionally on

Drying the front hair line up, on a

a low speed and heat setting, using

slight angle away from the face

@nashwhite

SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL famously said that

As George says: “Magnums are vinous

a comb to direct the hair into the

will create a relaxed quiff. Once the

“A magnum is the perfect size for two gentlemen

supermodels, ready, willing and able to strut their

desired shape. For an invisible hold,

hair is in the desired shape, Davines

to share over lunch…especially if one of them

stuff. Their catwalk is the dinner table, the kitchen

finish with Davines No Gas Spray,

Forming Pomade will help to create

isn’t drinking.” Inspired by Churchill’s words,

countertop and eventually the recycling.”

allowing the hair to reflect light,

a soft internal finish. Work into the

illuminate and keep a glossy shine.

hair from root to point, teasing and

two friends, George and Edward, realised that

For gift giving, these supermodels are packaged

today the magnum format was massively

in a personalised wooden box engraved with

Relaxing the look

manipulating into shape. Finish with

underutilised, that nothing looks better than

a special dedication. However, this season, The

Creating a relaxed finish to a groomed

Davines Perfecting Hairspray to give

producing a couple of magnums when hosting

Magnum Company has gone one step beyond

shape involves keeping the silhouette

the style a light natural hold.

a dinner party or even giving a magnum as a

and launched the ultimate gift for any party

glorious gift, The Magnum Company was born,

host or wine lover—the magnum membership.

selling wines, spirits and champagne by the

This subscription sees magnums delivered to

magnum. Which just happens to be the optimal

your front door on a monthly basis over a period

size for fine wines to mature evenly.

of three, six or twelve months. On the first day

The thought behind it was that magnums make

of the month a magnum arrives complementing

a statement that a bottle cannot—literally double

the season. For July it may be rosé, for December,

the size, double the fun. There’s something

champagne. What better way to toast the

eye-catching and head-turning about it—it is

season? Subscriptions cost £110 for 3 months;

the quintessential party piece.

£190 for 6 months; £360 for 12 months.
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CHEERS TO THE SEASON!
George Clements, a founder
of The Magnum Company

“For an invisible hold, finish with Davines No Gas Spray,
allowing the hair to reflect light, illuminate and keep
a glossy shine” BEN JONES NASH WHITE

themagnumcompany.com
@themagnumcompany

LEFT Back on dry land, Leonardo DiCaprio exudes classic elegance in The Great Gatsby TOP RIGHT
Black velvet self-tie bow tie, watch stylist's own BOTTOM RIGHT White dress shirt with black studs,
black velvet bow tie, white satin self-tie bow tie and pocket square, black calf leather whole-cut shoes
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